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Headline SampleFix: Generative Model for Code Fixes

Experiments

● Automatic program correction holds the 
potential of improving the productivity of 
programmers.

● A key challenge is ambiguity, as multiple 
codes can implement the same functionality.

● Therefore, we propose a deep generative 
model to automatically correct programming 
errors by learning a distribution over the 
fixes.

● Our evaluations on common programming 
errors show the effectiveness of the 
generation of diverse fixes.

Introduction

● We propose an efficient generative method 
to automatically correct programming errors.

● We propose a novel regularizer to encourage 
the model to generate diverse fixes.

● Our proposed approach shows strong 
improvement over state-of-the-art methods.

Contribution

Headline
Model Architecture and Implementation Details

To resolve the programming errors:

● For a given erroneous program, the 
generative model draws T fixes.

● To select one out of T fixes, we employ 
a compiler which evaluates the fixes.

● The compiler selects the fix which 
resolves the largest number of errors.

● To resolve the remaining error(s), we 
iteratively input the updated program to 
the generative model.

Formulation:

● Conditional Variational Autoencoders for generating fixes.

● Task: Automatically correct common 
programming errors.

● Insight: Multiple fixes can implement the 
same functionality, and there is uncertainty on 
the intention of the programmer.

● Our approach: We propose a generative 
framework to account for inherent ambiguity 
and lack of representative datasets

● Results: Our approach resolved 65% of 
error messages.

Take-aways:

SampleFix captures the inherent ambiguity of the 
possible fixes by sampling multiple potential fixes 
for the given erroneous program.

● Enabling diverse samples using the Best of Many objective (BMS).

● DS-SampleFix: Encouraging diversity with a diversity-sensitive 
regularizer.

Encouraging the two closest fixes to have the maximum distance.

In the equations:
●    : Erroneous program

●    : Fix for the program

●    : Latent variable

●    : Number of samples

Beam search decoding:
● We employ the beam search 

decoding to sample more 
diverse fixes.

● To sample multiple fixes we 
decode with beam width of 
size K for each sample z.

Model architecture:

● Our generative model is based on the 
sequence-to-sequence architecture, similar to [1].

● All of the networks in our framework consists of 
4-layers of LSTM cells with 300 units.

● The recognition network is available to encode the 
fixes to latent variables Z only during training.

Implementation details:

● we train two models, one for repairing the typo errors 
and another one for miss dec errors.

● We use T = 2 samples to train our models and T = 100 
samples during inference time.
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Dataset:
● The synthetic data contains the erroneous programs which are 

synthesized by mutating correct programs written by students.

● The real-world data contains 6975 erroneous programs with 
16766 error messages written by students.

Results:
● Results of DeepFix, RLAssist, DrRepair, DeepFix + BS(beam search), 

SampleFix, DS-SampleFix, and DS-SampleFix + BS (beam search).

● Typo, Miss Dec, and All refer to typographic, missing variable 
declarations, and all of the error messages respectively.

●    denotes completely fixed programs.     denotes resolved error 
messages.  

Effectiveness of Iterative 
Repair:
● To resolve the multiple errors in 

a program we use the iterative 
repair strategy.

● We use up to 5 iterations to 
resolve multiple error messages.

●  We can see that after 5 
iterations, SampleFix, and 
DS-SampleFix resolve more error 
messages than DeepFix.

Qualitative Example:
● Diverse fixes are generated by our DS-SampleFix. 

The error is highlighted at line 13.

Key Findings:

● The results show that generating multiple diverse 
fixes can lead to substantial improvement in the 
performance of the models.

● In these results, we can see CVAE and beam 
search decoding are complementary, while CVAE 
is computationally more efficient in comparison 
to beam search decoding.

● The performance advantage of DS-SampleFix, 
over SampleFix shows the effectiveness of our 
novel regularizer. 


